Reverse Engineering Locks

stories of some of the greatest (and simplest) attacks against high-security locks

by Deviant Ollam
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Setting a Pin
So How Do Some Manufacturers Attempt To Make Locks Better?
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Side Bars

- A Sargent ASSA V-10 key.
- A cutaway diagram of a lock mechanism, showing the internal components.
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Successful Medeco Attacks
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Kwikset Smart Series

Kwikset Smart Key

RE-KEY KIT

SmartKey... replace the key not the lock

http://deviating.net/lockpicking
Kwikset Smart Series

Kwikset Smart Key

Smart Key... replace the key not the lock

Smart Key, reemplaza la llave, no la cerradura

4 Everyday keys
2 Alternate keys

Kit para reprogramar

The Beauty of Strength.
Kwikset Smart Series

Smart Key
Customized Security.

RE-KEY KIT
KIT PARA REPROGRAMAR

4
Everyday keys
4 abre-llaves de uso diario

2
Alternate keys
2 abre-llaves de uso alternativo

SmartKey... replace the key not the lock
SmartKey... remplace la llave, no la cerradura

Kwikset
The Beauty of Strength.
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Kwikset Smart Series

Kwikset Smart Key

SmartKey... replace the key not the lock

RE-KEY KIT
KIT PARA REPROGRAMAR

4 Everyday keys
2 Alternate keys
2 Dead bolts
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Kwikset SmartKey... replace the key not the lock

SmartLock: reemplace la llave, no la cerradura
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Kwikset Smart Key

Smart Key... replace the key not the lock

4 Everyday keys
2 Alternate keys

2 New keys

Kwikset

RE-KEY KIT

Kit para reprogramar

The Beauty of Strength.
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There’s also this little problem...

✿ Kwikset Smasher Tool
The Main Concept: Divide & Conquer...

Isolate Discrete Components
No Known Attack or Bypass
Thank you very much.